“Eurydice”
By Ellen Bryant Voigt
It bears no correlation
to the living world. It is
as if a malice toward all things
malleable, mutable,
had seized the universe
and emptied its spherical alleys.

How could you think it,
that I would choose to stay, or break
under the journey back? Like a dog
I had followed your unravelling
skein of sound-Orpheus,
standing
between me and iridescent earth,
you turned to verify the hell
I was thrown to, and got
what you needed for your songs.
They do not penetrate the grave,
I cannot hear them, I cannot know
how much you mourn.
But I mourn:
against my will
I forgive you over and over,
transfixed by your face
emerging like a moon across your shoulder,
your shocked mouth calling “Wife, wife”
as you let me go.

“Eurydice”
By Ellen Bryant Voigt
It bears no correlation
to the living world. It is
as if a malice toward all things
malleable, mutable,
had seized the universe
and emptied its spherical alleys.

How could you think it,
that I would choose to stay, or break
under the journey back? Like a dog
I had followed your unravelling
skein of sound-Orpheus,
standing
between me and iridescent earth,
you turned to verify the hell
I was thrown to, and got
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They do not penetrate the grave,
I cannot hear them, I cannot know
how much you mourn.
But I mourn:
against my will
I forgive you over and over,
transfixed by your face
emerging like a moon across your shoulder,
your shocked mouth calling “Wife, wife”
as you let me go.

Okay, I’ve
got the
poem: now
what?
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It bears no correlation
to the living world. It is
as if a malice toward all things
malleable, mutable,
had seized the universe
and emptied its spherical alleys.

What is literally
happening in the
poem?

How could you think it,
that I would choose to stay, or break
under the journey back? Like a dog
I had followed your unravelling
skein of sound-Orpheus,
standing
between me and iridescent earth,
you turned to verify the hell
I was thrown to, and got
what you needed for your songs.
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What do these words
mean?
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what you needed for your songs.
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What is “it” in the first
stanza?
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It bears no correlation
to the living world. It is
as if a malice toward all things
malleable, mutable,
had seized the universe
and emptied its spherical alleys.
How could you think it,
that I would choose to stay, or break
under the journey back? Like a dog
I had followed your unravelling
skein of sound-Orpheus,
standing
between me and iridescent earth,
you turned to verify the hell
I was thrown to, and got
what you needed for your songs.

•
•

Hell is unlike the living
world.
There is no movement or
change.
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Hell is unlike the living
world.
There is no movement or
change.

I did not want to stay here.
I did not want to fail on the
journey back.
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•
•

How could you think it,
•
that I would choose to stay, or break •
under the journey back? Like a dog
I had followed your unravelling
•
•
skein of sound-Orpheus,
standing
between me and iridescent earth,
you turned to verify the hell
I was thrown to, and got
what you needed for your songs.

Hell is unlike the living
world.
There is no movement or
change.

I did not want to stay here.
I did not want to fail on the
journey back.

I trusted and followed you.
You let me down. You only
wanted to use me.
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They do not penetrate the grave,
I cannot hear them, I cannot know
how much you mourn.
But I mourn:
against my will
I forgive you over and over,
transfixed by your face
emerging like a moon across your shoulder,
your shocked mouth calling “Wife, wife”
as you let me go.
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They do not penetrate the grave, What does this word
I cannot hear them, I cannot know mean?
how much you mourn.
But I mourn:
against my will
I forgive you over and over,
transfixed by your face
emerging like a moon across your shoulder,
your shocked mouth calling “Wife, wife”
as you let me go.
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• You say you’re sad? I can’t
They do not penetrate the grave,
hear you.
I cannot hear them, I cannot know • Your words do not reach
me.
how much you mourn.
But I mourn:
against my will
I forgive you over and over,
transfixed by your face
emerging like a moon across your shoulder,
your shocked mouth calling “Wife, wife”
as you let me go.
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• You say you’re sad? I can’t
They do not penetrate the grave,
hear you.
I cannot hear them, I cannot know • Your words do not reach
me.
how much you mourn.
• I am sad, though-- even
But I mourn:
though I know I shouldn’t
against my will
be.
• I still have feelings for you
I forgive you over and over,
and cannot forget you.
transfixed by your face
emerging like a moon across your shoulder,
your shocked mouth calling “Wife, wife”
as you let me go.
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to the living world. It is
as if a malice toward all things
malleable, mutable,
had seized the universe
and emptied its spherical alleys.
How could you think it,
that I would choose to stay, or break
under the journey back? Like a dog
I had followed your unravelling
skein of sound-Orpheus,
standing
between me and iridescent earth,
you turned to verify the hell
I was thrown to, and got
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They do not penetrate the grave,
I cannot hear them, I cannot know
how much you mourn.
But I mourn:
against my will
I forgive you over and over,
transfixed by your face
emerging like a moon across your shoulder,
your shocked mouth calling “Wife, wife”
as you let me go.
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It bears no correlation
to the living world. It is
as if a malice toward all things
malleable, mutable,
had seized the universe
and emptied its spherical alleys.

I am in Hell.
It sucks.

How could you think it,
that I would choose to stay, or break
under the journey back? Like a dog
I had followed your unravelling
skein of sound-Orpheus,
standing
between me and iridescent earth,
you turned to verify the hell
I was thrown to, and got
what you needed for your songs.
They do not penetrate the grave,
I cannot hear them, I cannot know
how much you mourn.
But I mourn:
against my will
I forgive you over and over,
transfixed by your face
emerging like a moon across your shoulder,
your shocked mouth calling “Wife, wife”
as you let me go.

How could I chunk
the poem?
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It bears no correlation
to the living world. It is
as if a malice toward all things
malleable, mutable,
had seized the universe
and emptied its spherical alleys.

I am in Hell.
It sucks.

How could you think it,
that I would choose to stay, or break
under the journey back? Like a dog
I had followed your unravelling
skein of sound-Orpheus,
standing
between me and iridescent earth,
you turned to verify the hell
I was thrown to, and got
what you needed for your songs.
They do not penetrate the grave,
I cannot hear them, I cannot know
how much you mourn.
But I mourn:
against my will
I forgive you over and over,
transfixed by your face
emerging like a moon across your shoulder,
your shocked mouth calling “Wife, wife”
as you let me go.

How could I chunk
the poem?

I blame you.
You suck.
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It bears no correlation
to the living world. It is
as if a malice toward all things
malleable, mutable,
had seized the universe
and emptied its spherical alleys.

I am in Hell.
It sucks.

How could you think it,
that I would choose to stay, or break
under the journey back? Like a dog
I had followed your unravelling
skein of sound-Orpheus,
standing
between me and iridescent earth,
you turned to verify the hell
I was thrown to, and got
what you needed for your songs.
They do not penetrate the grave,
I cannot hear them, I cannot know
how much you mourn.
But I mourn:
against my will
I forgive you over and over,
transfixed by your face
emerging like a moon across your shoulder,
your shocked mouth calling “Wife, wife”
as you let me go.

How could I chunk
the poem?

I blame you.
You suck.

At the same
time, I still
care for you.
I suck.
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It bears no correlation
to the living world. It is
as if a malice toward all things
malleable, mutable,
had seized the universe
and emptied its spherical alleys.
How could you think it,
that I would choose to stay, or break
under the journey back? Like a dog
I had followed your unravelling
skein of sound-Orpheus,
standing
between me and iridescent earth,
you turned to verify the hell
I was thrown to, and got
what you needed for your songs.
They do not penetrate the grave,
I cannot hear them, I cannot know
how much you mourn.
But I mourn:
against my will
I forgive you over and over,
transfixed by your face
emerging like a moon across your shoulder,
your shocked mouth calling “Wife, wife”
as you let me go.

What strategies have
we learned?

We’ve learned
stuff? When
did that
happen?
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It bears no correlation
to the living world. It is
as if a malice toward all things
malleable, mutable,
had seized the universe
and emptied its spherical alleys.
How could you think it,
that I would choose to stay, or break
under the journey back? Like a dog
I had followed your unravelling
skein of sound-Orpheus,
standing
between me and iridescent earth,
you turned to verify the hell
I was thrown to, and got
what you needed for your songs.
They do not penetrate the grave,
I cannot hear them, I cannot know
how much you mourn.
But I mourn:
against my will
I forgive you over and over,
transfixed by your face
emerging like a moon across your shoulder,
your shocked mouth calling “Wife, wife”
as you let me go.

Characterization:
•

POV=Eurydice
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against my will
I forgive you over and over,
transfixed by your face
emerging like a moon across your shoulder,
your shocked mouth calling “Wife, wife”
as you let me go.

Characterization:
•
•

POV=Eurydice
complex
characterization:
angry / bitter /
resentful, BUT also
forgiving / loving 
direct
characterization w/
support from
indirect
characterization
(following in 10-11;
forgiving in 24-27)
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Characterization:
•
•

•

POV=Eurydice
complex
characterization:
angry / bitter /
resentful, BUT also
forgiving / loving 
direct
characterization w/
support from
indirect
characterization
(following in 10-11;
forgiving in 24-27)
Orpheus=manipulative? (direct
characterization:
15-17), possibly
regretful (indirect
characterization:
18-20), the
ambiguous
“shocked” (indirect
characterization:
26)
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to the living world. It is
as if a malice toward all things
malleable, mutable,
had seized the universe
and emptied its spherical alleys.
How could you think it,
that I would choose to stay, or break
under the journey back? Like a dog
I had followed your unravelling
skein of sound-Orpheus,
standing
between me and iridescent earth,
you turned to verify the hell
I was thrown to, and got
what you needed for your songs.
They do not penetrate the grave,
I cannot hear them, I cannot know
how much you mourn.
But I mourn:
against my will
I forgive you over and over,
transfixed by your face
emerging like a moon across your shoulder,
your shocked mouth calling “Wife, wife”
as you let me go.

Plot Elements
•

external
conflict=Eurydice
and Orpheus (the
poem is about
relationships)
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Plot Elements
•

•

external
conflict=Eurydice
and Orpheus (the
poem is about
relationships)
internal
conflict=Eurydice
struggles with her
feelings for
Orpheus (still has
feeling for him,
even though she
should not)
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feelings for
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even though she
should not)
resolution: remains
in Hell  negative
outcome for
sympathetic
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•

•
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external
conflict=Eurydice
and Orpheus (the
poem is about
relationships)
internal
conflict=Eurydice
struggles with her
feelings for
Orpheus (still has
feeling for him,
even though she
should not)
resolution: remains
in Hell  negative
outcome for
sympathetic
protagonist
no true closure:
does not get over
her feelings
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It bears no correlation
to the living world. It is
as if a malice toward all things
malleable, mutable,
had seized the universe
and emptied its spherical alleys.
How could you think it,
that I would choose to stay, or break
under the journey back? Like a dog
I had followed your unravelling
skein of sound-Orpheus,
standing
between me and iridescent earth,
you turned to verify the hell
I was thrown to, and got
what you needed for your songs.
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I cannot hear them, I cannot know
how much you mourn.
But I mourn:
against my will
I forgive you over and over,
transfixed by your face
emerging like a moon across your shoulder,
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Plot Elements
•

•

•

•
•

external
conflict=Eurydice
and Orpheus (the
poem is about
relationships)
internal
conflict=Eurydice
struggles with her
feelings for
Orpheus (still has
feeling for him,
even though she
should not)
resolution: remains
in Hell  negative
outcome for
sympathetic
protagonist
no true closure:
does not get over
her feelings
theme: something
about the nature of
relationships
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It bears no correlation
to the living world. It is
as if a malice toward all things
malleable, mutable,
had seized the universe
and emptied its spherical alleys.
How could you think it,
that I would choose to stay, or break
under the journey back? Like a dog
I had followed your unravelling
skein of sound-Orpheus,
standing
between me and iridescent earth,
you turned to verify the hell
I was thrown to, and got
what you needed for your songs.
They do not penetrate the grave,
I cannot hear them, I cannot know
how much you mourn.
But I mourn:
against my will
I forgive you over and over,
transfixed by your face
emerging like a moon across your shoulder,
your shocked mouth calling “Wife, wife”
as you let me go.

Diction/Imagery
•

motion/change
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transfixed by your face
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as you let me go.

Diction/Imagery
•
•

motion/change
Hell defined by its
absence (stasis,
emptiness in
Stanza 1)
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motion/change
Hell defined by its
absence (stasis,
emptiness in
Stanza 1)
life defined as
opposite of Hell
(Stanza 1) and
later as “iridescent”
(14)
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denotation of
transfixed
(24)=stasis 
result of
protagonist’s
reaction
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It bears no correlation
to the living world. It is
as if a malice toward all things
malleable, mutable,
had seized the universe
and emptied its spherical alleys.
How could you think it,
that I would choose to stay, or break
under the journey back? Like a dog
I had followed your unravelling
skein of sound-Orpheus,
standing
between me and iridescent earth,
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Diction/Imagery
•
•

•

•

•

motion/change
Hell defined by its
absence (stasis,
emptiness in
Stanza 1)
life defined as
opposite of Hell
(Stanza 1) and
later as “iridescent”
(14)
denotation of
transfixed
(24)=stasis 
result of
protagonist’s
reaction
on some level,
then, she chooses
this reality
(complicating a
simple narrative
that it’s all
Orpheus’ fault)
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It bears no correlation
to the living world. It is
as if a malice toward all things
malleable, mutable,
had seized the universe
and emptied its spherical alleys.

Tone
despairing,
hopeless

How could you think it,
that I would choose to stay, or break
under the journey back? Like a dog
I had followed your unravelling
skein of sound-Orpheus,
standing
between me and iridescent earth,
you turned to verify the hell
I was thrown to, and got
what you needed for your songs.
They do not penetrate the grave,
I cannot hear them, I cannot know
how much you mourn.
But I mourn:
against my will
I forgive you over and over,
transfixed by your face
emerging like a moon across your shoulder,
your shocked mouth calling “Wife, wife”
as you let me go.
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to the living world. It is
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hopeless
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I cannot hear them, I cannot know
how much you mourn.
But I mourn:
against my will
I forgive you over and over,
transfixed by your face
emerging like a moon across your shoulder,
your shocked mouth calling “Wife, wife”
as you let me go.

angry, bitter,
accusing
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It bears no correlation
to the living world. It is
as if a malice toward all things
malleable, mutable,
had seized the universe
and emptied its spherical alleys.

Tone
despairing,
hopeless

How could you think it,
that I would choose to stay, or break
under the journey back? Like a dog
I had followed your unravelling
skein of sound-Orpheus,
standing
between me and iridescent earth,
you turned to verify the hell
I was thrown to, and got
what you needed for your songs.
They do not penetrate the grave,
I cannot hear them, I cannot know
how much you mourn.
But I mourn:
against my will
I forgive you over and over,
transfixed by your face
emerging like a moon across your shoulder,
your shocked mouth calling “Wife, wife”
as you let me go.

•

angry, bitter,
accusing

resigned,
irritated,
frustrated

movement is from
anger to
acceptance
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It bears no correlation
to the living world. It is
as if a malice toward all things
malleable, mutable,
had seized the universe
and emptied its spherical alleys.

Tone
despairing,
hopeless

How could you think it,
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under the journey back? Like a dog
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They do not penetrate the grave,
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against my will
I forgive you over and over,
transfixed by your face
emerging like a moon across your shoulder,
your shocked mouth calling “Wife, wife”
as you let me go.

•

•

angry, bitter,
accusing

resigned,
irritated,
frustrated

movement is from
anger to
acceptance
the speaker is not
happy with her
circumstances, but
she accepts them
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despairing,
hopeless

How could you think it,
that I would choose to stay, or break
under the journey back? Like a dog
I had followed your unravelling
skein of sound-Orpheus,
standing
between me and iridescent earth,
you turned to verify the hell
I was thrown to, and got
what you needed for your songs.
They do not penetrate the grave,
I cannot hear them, I cannot know
how much you mourn.
But I mourn:
against my will
I forgive you over and over,
transfixed by your face
emerging like a moon across your shoulder,
your shocked mouth calling “Wife, wife”
as you let me go.

•

•

•
angry, bitter,
accusing

resigned,
irritated,
frustrated

movement is from
anger to
acceptance
the speaker is not
happy with her
circumstances, but
she accepts them
the resolution isn’t
exactly happy, but
it’s definitely not
exactly sad either
(the superficial
reading of the
poem)
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It bears no correlation
to the living world. It is
as if a malice toward all things
malleable, mutable,
had seized the universe
and emptied its spherical alleys.

Tone
despairing,
hopeless

How could you think it,
that I would choose to stay, or break
under the journey back? Like a dog
I had followed your unravelling
skein of sound-Orpheus,
standing
between me and iridescent earth,
you turned to verify the hell
I was thrown to, and got
what you needed for your songs.
They do not penetrate the grave,
I cannot hear them, I cannot know
how much you mourn.
But I mourn:
against my will
I forgive you over and over,
transfixed by your face
emerging like a moon across your shoulder,
your shocked mouth calling “Wife, wife”
as you let me go.

•

•

•
angry, bitter,
accusing

•

resigned,
irritated,
frustrated

movement is from
anger to
acceptance
the speaker is not
happy with her
circumstances, but
she accepts them
the resolution isn’t
exactly happy, but
it’s definitely not
exactly sad either
(the superficial
reading of the
poem)
also reveals dynamism in her character; she learns
something through
introspection
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Insights:
•
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I had followed your unravelling
skein of sound-Orpheus,
standing
between me and iridescent earth,
you turned to verify the hell
I was thrown to, and got
what you needed for your songs.
They do not penetrate the grave,
I cannot hear them, I cannot know
how much you mourn.
But I mourn:
against my will
I forgive you over and over,
transfixed by your face
emerging like a moon across your shoulder,
your shocked mouth calling “Wife, wife”
as you let me go.

our conscious
mind is often
reluctant to
acknowledge our
true desires  we
think we are in
control, but we’re
not
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standing
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I was thrown to, and got
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I cannot hear them, I cannot know
how much you mourn.
But I mourn:
against my will
I forgive you over and over,
transfixed by your face
emerging like a moon across your shoulder,
your shocked mouth calling “Wife, wife”
as you let me go.

•

our conscious
mind is often
reluctant to
acknowledge our
true desires  we
think we are in
control, but we’re
not
transfixion (24)
explained by this
inability of the
conscious mind to
will itself to not
care about
Orpheus
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standing
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females perceived
as the Other by
patriarchy
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under the journey back? Like a dog
I had followed your unravelling
skein of sound-Orpheus,
standing
between me and iridescent earth,
you turned to verify the hell
I was thrown to, and got
what you needed for your songs.
They do not penetrate the grave,
I cannot hear them, I cannot know
how much you mourn.
But I mourn:
against my will
I forgive you over and over,
transfixed by your face
emerging like a moon across your shoulder,
your shocked mouth calling “Wife, wife”
as you let me go.

•

females perceived
as the Other by
patriarchy
helps to explain
the accusation that
Orpheus uses
Eurydice (16-17)
 what’s important
to him is what she
represents (fate
[16-17], quest
object, possession
[26], possible
source of grief [1920])-- not who she
is
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How could you think it,
that I would choose to stay, or break
under the journey back? Like a dog
I had followed your unravelling
skein of sound-Orpheus,
standing
between me and iridescent earth,
you turned to verify the hell
I was thrown to, and got
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They do not penetrate the grave,
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how much you mourn.
But I mourn:
against my will
I forgive you over and over,
transfixed by your face
emerging like a moon across your shoulder,
your shocked mouth calling “Wife, wife”
as you let me go.

•

•

females perceived
as the Other by
patriarchy
helps to explain
the accusation that
Orpheus uses
Eurydice (16-17)
 what’s important
to him is what she
represents (fate
[16-17], quest
object, possession
[26], possible
source of grief [1920])-- not who she
is
maybe explains
Hell as stasis 
related to passivity
of women as defined by patriarchy
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It bears no correlation
to the living world. It is
as if a malice toward all things
malleable, mutable,
had seized the universe
and emptied its spherical alleys.
How could you think it,
that I would choose to stay, or break
under the journey back? Like a dog
I had followed your unravelling
skein of sound-Orpheus,
standing
between me and iridescent earth,
you turned to verify the hell
I was thrown to, and got
what you needed for your songs.
They do not penetrate the grave,
I cannot hear them, I cannot know
how much you mourn.
But I mourn:
against my will
I forgive you over and over,
transfixed by your face
emerging like a moon across your shoulder,
your shocked mouth calling “Wife, wife”
as you let me go.

So we’re done right?
That’s all we’ve
learned, except for
the 19th century stuff,
which obviously
doesn’t apply here...
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It bears no correlation
to the living world. It is
as if a malice toward all things
malleable, mutable,
had seized the universe
and emptied its spherical alleys.
How could you think it,
that I would choose to stay, or break
under the journey back? Like a dog
I had followed your unravelling
skein of sound-Orpheus,
standing
between me and iridescent earth,
you turned to verify the hell
I was thrown to, and got
what you needed for your songs.
They do not penetrate the grave,
I cannot hear them, I cannot know
how much you mourn.
But I mourn:
against my will
I forgive you over and over,
transfixed by your face
emerging like a moon across your shoulder,
your shocked mouth calling “Wife, wife”
as you let me go.

So we’re done right?
That’s all we’ve
learned, except for
the 19th century stuff,
which obviously
doesn’t apply here...

Wait, did you
seriously
think that
was it?
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It bears no correlation
to the living world. It is
as if a malice toward all things
malleable, mutable,
had seized the universe
and emptied its spherical alleys.
How could you think it,
that I would choose to stay, or break
under the journey back? Like a dog
I had followed your unravelling
skein of sound-Orpheus,
standing
between me and iridescent earth,
you turned to verify the hell
I was thrown to, and got
what you needed for your songs.
They do not penetrate the grave,
I cannot hear them, I cannot know
how much you mourn.
But I mourn:
against my will
I forgive you over and over,
transfixed by your face
emerging like a moon across your shoulder,
your shocked mouth calling “Wife, wife”
as you let me go.

What’s left to do?
•

Is the poem really
about Orpheus and
Eurydice?
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I forgive you over and over,
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as you let me go.

What’s left to do?
•

•

Is the poem really
about Orpheus and
Eurydice?
Should we see the
setting (Hell) as a
literal place?
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under the journey back? Like a dog
I had followed your unravelling
skein of sound-Orpheus,
standing
between me and iridescent earth,
you turned to verify the hell
I was thrown to, and got
what you needed for your songs.
They do not penetrate the grave,
I cannot hear them, I cannot know
how much you mourn.
But I mourn:
against my will
I forgive you over and over,
transfixed by your face
emerging like a moon across your shoulder,
your shocked mouth calling “Wife, wife”
as you let me go.

What’s left to do?
•

•
•

Is the poem really
about Orpheus and
Eurydice?
Should we see the
setting (Hell) as a
literal place?
Is Orpheus’
betrayal literally
about using her
Eurydice for artistic
material? Such a
view seems to
narrow the
concerns of the
poem
considerably.
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It bears no correlation
to the living world. It is
as if a malice toward all things
malleable, mutable,
had seized the universe
and emptied its spherical alleys.
How could you think it,
that I would choose to stay, or break
under the journey back? Like a dog
I had followed your unravelling
skein of sound-Orpheus,
standing
between me and iridescent earth,
you turned to verify the hell
I was thrown to, and got
what you needed for your songs.
They do not penetrate the grave,
I cannot hear them, I cannot know
how much you mourn.
But I mourn:
against my will
I forgive you over and over,
transfixed by your face
emerging like a moon across your shoulder,
your shocked mouth calling “Wife, wife”
as you let me go.

What’s left to do?
•

•
•

•

Is the poem really
about Orpheus and
Eurydice?
Should we see the
setting (Hell) as a
literal place?
Is Orpheus’
betrayal literally
about using her
Eurydice for artistic
material? Such a
view seems to
narrow the
concerns of the
poem
considerably.
How do we break
down ideas like a
“universe ... [with]
spherical alleys”
(6) or an
“unravelling / skein
of sound” (10-11)?

“Eurydice”
By Ellen Bryant Voigt
It bears no correlation
to the living world. It is
as if a malice toward all things
malleable, mutable,
had seized the universe
and emptied its spherical alleys.

How could you think it,
that I would choose to stay, or break
under the journey back? Like a dog
I had followed your unravelling
skein of sound-Orpheus,
standing
between me and iridescent earth,
you turned to verify the hell
I was thrown to, and got
what you needed for your songs.
They do not penetrate the grave,
I cannot hear them, I cannot know
how much you mourn.
But I mourn:
against my will
I forgive you over and over,
transfixed by your face
emerging like a moon across your shoulder,
your shocked mouth calling “Wife, wife”
as you let me go.

Why did I spend
so much time
with
review?

“Eurydice”
By Ellen Bryant Voigt
It bears no correlation
to the living world. It is
as if a malice toward all things
malleable, mutable,
had seized the universe
and emptied its spherical alleys.

How could you think it,
that I would choose to stay, or break
under the journey back? Like a dog
I had followed your unravelling
skein of sound-Orpheus,
standing
between me and iridescent earth,
you turned to verify the hell
I was thrown to, and got
what you needed for your songs.
They do not penetrate the grave,
I cannot hear them, I cannot know
how much you mourn.
But I mourn:
against my will
I forgive you over and over,
transfixed by your face
emerging like a moon across your shoulder,
your shocked mouth calling “Wife, wife”
as you let me go.

Why didn’t I just
get to the point
and the new
information?

“Eurydice”
By Ellen Bryant Voigt
It bears no correlation
to the living world. It is
as if a malice toward all things
malleable, mutable,
had seized the universe
and emptied its spherical alleys.

Strategies to Break Down a Text
•

Characterization

•

Structural and Plot Elements
•
•

•

Conflict (including psychology)
Setting (including social setting)

Diction/Imagery
•

Tone

How could you think it,
• Figurative Language
that I would choose to stay, or break
• Metaphor / Metonym
under the journey back? Like a dog
• Irony (including paradox)
I had followed your unravelling
skein of sound-Orpheus,
Why didn’t I just
standing
get to the point
between me and iridescent earth,
and the new
you turned to verify the hell
information?
I was thrown to, and got
what you needed for your songs.
They do not penetrate the grave,
I cannot hear them, I cannot know
how much you mourn.
But I mourn:
against my will
I forgive you over and over,
transfixed by your face
emerging like a moon across your shoulder,
your shocked mouth calling “Wife, wife”
as you let me go.

• Gender Studies
• Class Analysis
for 19th Century
Literature

Figurative Language

•

figurative language: a type of language that varies from the
norms of literal language (literal language being where words
mean exactly what they say)

•

metaphor: a forced comparison between two
unlike concepts (without using “like” or “as”)

•

metaphor is not just a literary device, but also a
category of literary devices (including such
specialized metaphors as simile,
personification, onomatopoeia)

I’ll think
about the
“category”
thing later...

•

metaphor: a forced comparison between two
unlike concepts (without using “like” or “as”)

•

metaphor is not just a literary device, but also a
category of literary devices (including such
specialized metaphors as simile,
personification, onomatopoeia)

In the meantime,
let’s look at a
simple example:
the idiom TIME IS
MONEY.

Shared Quality?

Time

Money

What do they
have in
common?

Valuable Commodity

Time

Money

The logic of
metaphor says
that one thing
is the same as
another thing.
It’s a
comparison.

Valuable Commodity

Time
Nuance?

Money

The logic of
metaphor says
that one thing
is the same as
another thing.
It’s a
comparison.

Valuable Commodity

Time
Nuance?

Complication?

Money

The logic of
metaphor says
that one thing
is the same as
another thing.
It’s a
comparison.

Valuable Commodity

Time

Money

Nuance?  How do we
“deepen” the relationship?

The logic of
metaphor says
that one thing
is the same as
another thing.
It’s a
comparison.

Complication?  How do
we complicate the relationship
by looking at ways they aren’t alike?

Valuable Commodity

Time

Money

In your writing,
explanations that
engage metaphors
need to account for
the relationship AND
develop it through
nuance and/or
complication.

Nuance?  based on the logic of scarcity;
things have value when there isn’t enough
Complication?  How do we
complicate the relationship by
looking at ways they aren’t alike?

Valuable Commodity

Time

Money

In your writing,
explanations that
engage metaphors
need to account for
the relationship AND
develop it through
nuance and/or
complication.

Nuance?  based on the logic of scarcity;
things have value when there isn’t enough
Complication?  time has no physical
properties; treating it like a commodity = how capitalism defines value
in relationships (by production)

Let’s return
to Voigt’s
“Eurydice”...
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It bears no correlation
to the living world. It is
as if a malice toward all things
malleable, mutable,
had seized the universe
and emptied its spherical alleys.
How could you think it,
that I would choose to stay, or break
under the journey back? Like a dog
I had followed your unravelling
skein of sound-Orpheus,
standing
between me and iridescent earth,
you turned to verify the hell
I was thrown to, and got
what you needed for your songs.

Shared Quality?

Skein

Sound

What do they
have in
common?

Shared Quality?

Skein

Sound

What do they
have in
common?

Shared Quality?

Skein

•

String that unravels

Sound

What do they
have in
common?

Shared Quality?

Skein

•
•

String that unravels
Binds things (sewing or tying)

Sound

What do they
have in
common?

Shared Quality?

Skein

•
•
•

Sound

String that unravels
Binds things (sewing or tying)
Leash implication (9)  compels

What do they
have in
common?

Shared Quality?

Skein

•
•
•
•

Sound

String that unravels
Binds things (sewing or tying)
Leash implication (9)  compels
Time or fate connotation?  the
fate Clotho

What do they
have in
common?

Shared Quality?

Skein

•
•
•
•

Sound

String that unravels
Binds things (sewing or tying)
Leash implication (9)  compels
Time or fate connotation?  the
fate Clotho

What do they
have in
common?

Shared Quality?

•

Skein

•
•
•
•

Unidirectional string of notes

Sound

String that unravels
Binds things (sewing or tying)
Leash implication (9)  compels
Time or fate connotation?  the
fate Clotho

What do they
have in
common?

Shared Quality?

•

Skein

•
•
•
•

Unidirectional string of notes

Sound

String that unravels
Binds things (sewing or tying)
Leash implication (9)  compels
Time or fate connotation?  the
fate Clotho

What do they
have in
common?

Shared Quality?

•
•

Skein

•
•
•
•

Unidirectional string of notes
Complex structure

Sound

String that unravels
Binds things (sewing or tying)
Leash implication (9)  compels
Time or fate connotation?  the
fate Clotho

What do they
have in
common?

Shared Quality?

•
•

Skein

•
•
•
•

Unidirectional string of notes
Complex structure

Sound

String that unravels
Binds things (sewing or tying)
Leash implication (9)  compels
Time or fate connotation?  the
fate Clotho

What do they
have in
common?

Shared Quality?

•
•
•

Skein

•
•
•
•

Unidirectional string of notes
Complex structure
Entertaining, hypnotic

Sound

String that unravels
Binds things (sewing or tying)
Leash implication (9)  compels
Time or fate connotation?  the
fate Clotho

What do they
have in
common?

Shared Quality?

•
•
•

Skein

•
•
•
•

Unidirectional string of notes
Complex structure
Entertaining, hypnotic

Sound

String that unravels
Binds things (sewing or tying)
Leash implication (9)  compels
Time or fate connotation?  the
fate Clotho

What do they
have in
common?

Shared Quality?

•
•
•
•

Skein

•
•
•
•

Unidirectional string of notes
Complex structure
Entertaining, hypnotic
Individual expression
connotation  creativity

Sound

String that unravels
Binds things (sewing or tying)
Leash implication (9)  compels
Time or fate connotation?  the
fate Clotho

What do they
have in
common?

Shared Quality?

•
•
•
•

Skein

•
•
•
•

Unidirectional string of notes
Complex structure
Entertaining, hypnotic
Individual expression
connotation  creativity

Sound

String that unravels
Binds things (sewing or tying)
Leash implication (9)  compels
Time or fate connotation?  the
fate Clotho

What do they
have in
common?

•
•

Shared Quality?

•

•
•
•
•

Skein

•
•
•
•

Unidirectional string of notes
Complex structure
Entertaining, hypnotic
Individual expression
connotation  creativity

Sound

String that unravels
Binds things (sewing or tying)
Leash implication (9)  compels
Time or fate connotation?  the
fate Clotho

A process
Marked by a structure that binds
things together
A means to potentially
manipulate something/one

What do they
have in
common?

•
•

Shared Quality?

•

Complication /
Nuance:
They connote opposite
things concerning free
will. This might suggest
something about the
conflict.

Skein

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Unidirectional string of notes
Complex structure
Entertaining, hypnotic
Individual expression
connotation  creativity

Sound

String that unravels
Binds things (sewing or tying)
Leash implication (9)  compels
Time or fate connotation?  the
fate Clotho

A process
Marked by a structure that binds
things together
A means to potentially
manipulate something/one

What do they
have in
common?
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It bears no correlation
to the living world. It is
as if a malice toward all things
malleable, mutable,
had seized the universe
and emptied its spherical alleys.
How could you think it,
that I would choose to stay, or break
under the journey back? Like a dog
I had followed your unravelling
skein of sound-Orpheus,
standing
between me and iridescent earth,
you turned to verify the hell
I was thrown to, and got
what you needed for your songs.

•
•
•

Binds the couple
Suggests a manipulation
on Orpheus’ part
This is the power he
wields over her-perhaps is still wielding
(since she “forgives” him
later in the poem) 
relationship defined by
control
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It bears no correlation
to the living world. It is
as if a malice toward all things
malleable, mutable,
had seized the universe
and emptied its spherical alleys.
How could you think it,
that I would choose to stay, or break
under the journey back? Like a dog
I had followed your unravelling
skein of sound-Orpheus,
standing
between me and iridescent earth,
you turned to verify the hell
I was thrown to, and got
what you needed for your songs.

What about
this? How
does this
impact the
image?

•

simile: a direct comparison between two unlike
concepts (using “like” or “as”); a simile is a
specialized form of metaphor, e.g., “The café
was like a battleship stripped for action.”
(Ernest Hemingway, The Sun Also Rises)

“No, dammit!
Metaphor and simile
are totally different
things,” said every
bad high school
teacher ever.

•

simile: a direct comparison between two unlike
concepts (using “like” or “as”); a simile is a
specialized form of metaphor, e.g., “The café
was like a battleship stripped for action.”
(Ernest Hemingway, The Sun Also Rises)

“The café was like a
battleship stripped for
action.”
How is this different
from:
“The café was like a
battleship stripped for
action?”

“No, dammit!
Metaphor and simile
are totally different
things,” said every
bad high school
teacher ever.
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It bears no correlation
to the living world. It is
as if a malice toward all things
malleable, mutable,
had seized the universe
and emptied its spherical alleys.
How could you think it,
that I would choose to stay, or break
under the journey back? Like a dog
I had followed your unravelling
skein of sound-Orpheus,
standing
between me and iridescent earth,
you turned to verify the hell
I was thrown to, and got
what you needed for your songs.

Back to the
business at
hand...

Shared Quality?

Dog

Like a dog
I had followed your unravelling
skein of sound.

The version
of me that
follows you

What do they
have in
common?

5

10

15

It bears no correlation
to the living world. It is
as if a malice toward all things
malleable, mutable,
had seized the universe
and emptied its spherical alleys.
How could you think it,
that I would choose to stay, or break
under the journey back? Like a dog
I had followed your unravelling
skein of sound-•
Orpheus,
•
standing
between me and iridescent earth, •
you turned to verify the hell
I was thrown to, and got
what you needed for your songs.

•
•
•
•

Loyalty  makes the
betrayal more acute
Subservience  he is in
control of her feelings
Self-reproach  sets up
the last chunk of the
poem
Unreasoning  also
sets up the last chunk of
the poem

Binds the couple
Suggests a manipulation on
Orpheus’ part
This is the power he wields
over her-- perhaps is still
wielding (since she
“forgives” him later in the
poem)  relationship
defined by control?
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I had followed your unravelling
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between me and iridescent earth, •
you turned to verify the hell
I was thrown to, and got
what you needed for your songs.
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as if a malice toward all things
malleable, mutable,
had seized the universe
and emptied its spherical alleys.
How could you think it,
that I would choose to stay, or break
under the journey back? Like a dog
I had followed your unravelling
skein of sound-•
Orpheus,
•
standing
between me and iridescent earth, •
you turned to verify the hell
I was thrown to, and got
what you needed for your songs.

That sounds bad.
What are the
consequences?

•
•
•
•

Loyalty  makes the
betrayal more acute
Subservience  he is
in control of her feelings
Self-reproach  sets
up the last chunk of the
poem
Unreasoning  also
sets up the last chunk
of the poem

Binds the couple
Suggests a manipulation on
Orpheus’ part
This is the power he wields
over her-- perhaps is still
wielding (since she
“forgives” him later in the
poem)  relationship
defined by control?

•

personification: an assignment of human characteristics
to non-human objects or ideas, e.g., “Your pity, my
darling, is the suffering mother of love” (Charlotte Brontë,
Jane Eyre)

Shared Quality?

Non-human
thing
Personification:
“Your pity, my
darling, is the
suffering mother of
love” (Charlotte
Brontë, Jane Eyre)

Human

Shared Quality?

Pity
Personification:
“Your pity, my
darling, is the
suffering mother of
love” (Charlotte
Brontë, Jane Eyre)

Human
Mother

Both give birth.

Pity
Personification:
“Your pity, my
darling, is the
suffering mother of
love” (Charlotte
Brontë, Jane Eyre)

Human
Mother

Both give birth.

Pity
Personification:
“Your pity, my
darling, is the
suffering mother of
love” (Charlotte
Brontë, Jane Eyre)

Human
Mother
Nuance: Here, love is based on
empathy, not attraction.
Complication: That Rochester is
willing to settle for Jane’s pity is
suggestive of his recognition
that he has lost something vital
in his deception about Bertha.

Shared Quality?

A Malice

a malice toward all things
malleable, mutable,
had seized the universe
and emptied its spherical alleys.

A Person that
Seizes and
Destroys

What do they
have in
common?

5

10

15

It bears no correlation
to the living world. It is
as if a malice toward all things
malleable, mutable,
had seized the universe
and emptied its spherical alleys.

•
•

How could you think it,
that I would choose to stay, or break
under the journey back? Like a dog
I had followed your unravelling
skein of sound-•
Orpheus,
•
standing
between me and iridescent earth, •
you turned to verify the hell
I was thrown to, and got
what you needed for your songs.

It is as if this punishment
was deliberate.
Thus, the punishment
feels as if it were uniquely
bad to Eurydice.
•
•
•
•

Loyalty  makes the
betrayal more acute
Subservience  he is
in control of her feelings
Self-reproach  sets
up the last chunk of the
poem
Unreasoning  also
sets up the last chunk
of the poem

Binds the couple
Suggests a manipulation on
Orpheus’ part
This is the power he wields
over her-- perhaps is still
wielding (since she
“forgives” him later in the
poem)  relationship
defined by control?

•

apostrophe: when a writer breaks off and directs speech
to an imaginary person or abstract quality or idea; e.g.,
“Roll on thou dark and deep blue ocean” (Lord Byron,
“Childe Harold’s Pilgrimage”)

•

onomatopoeia: a word formed from the imitation of natural
sounds; e.g., moo, buzz

•

allegory: a literary work in which characters, objects, or
actions represent abstractions

•

fable: a brief story that leads to a moral, often using
animals for characters; e.g., “The Tortoise and the Hare”

•

parable: a simple story that illustrates a moral or religious
lesson

• conceit: an extended metaphor with a complex logic that
governs a poetic passage or entire poem (between two
concepts that would seem to have nothing in common);
used most often in context of the so-called “metaphysical
poets” of 17th Century England (especially John Donne);
e.g.,
Batter my heart, three-person’d God; for you
As yet but knock; breathe, shine, and seek to mend;
That I may rise, and stand, o’erthrow me, and bend
Your force, to break, blow, burn, and make me new.
I, like an usurp’d town, to another due,
Labour to admit you, but O, to no end.
Reason, your viceroy in me, me should defend,
But is captived, and proves weak or untrue.
Yet dearly I love you, and would be loved fain,
But am betroth’d unto your enemy;
Divorce me, untie, or break that knot again,
Take me to you, imprison me, for I,
Except you enthrall me, never shall be free,
Nor ever chaste, except you ravish me.
(John Donne, “Holy Sonnet XIV”)

fain: gladly

Metaphor
• Metaphor
• Simile
• Personification

• Onomatopoeia

These are all forced
comparisons
between unlike
things.

These are some of
the members of the
metaphor family.
Learn them; love
them.

Metaphor
• Metaphor
• Simile
• Personification

• Onomatopoeia

These are all forced
comparisons
between unlike
things.

But I still don’t
understand the
symbols in the
poem that aren’t
comparisons ...

Metaphor
• Metaphor
• Simile
• Personification

• Onomatopoeia

These are all forced
comparisons
between unlike
things.

Why Orpheus?
Why Eurydice?
Why that still,
unchangeable
hell?

Metaphor
• Metaphor
• Simile
• Personification

• Onomatopoeia

These are all forced
comparisons
between unlike
things.

Why Orpheus?
Why Eurydice?
Why that still,
unchangeable
hell?

Metonymy
• Metonym
• Synecdoche
• Most of what are
generically
called “symbols”

These are
substitutions of
unlike things that
share associations.

Metaphor vs.
Metonymy

•

metonymy (metonym): the use of the name of one thing
for that of another of which it is an attribute or with which
it is associated; metonyms are substitutions, though the
two concept will share associations, as opposed to the
comparison of metaphor, e.g., “Hollywood” is used as a
metonym for US cinema because of the fame and cultural
identity of Hollywood, CA, but there is nothing “movie
like” about the physical location itself (they merely share
associations); “The pen [writing] is mightier than the
sword [fighting]”

•

metaphor is a way of conceiving one thing in terms
of another (on some level they are the same)

•

metonymy refers to another thing, allowing for it to
be substituted in its place (because they share
associations)

If you find yourself
analyzing it like an
image, it’s probably a
metonym.

Structure of Language:
•similarity (metaphor)
and contiguity
(metonym) two poles
that underlie language
structures

Roman Jakobson
1896-1982
(linguist)

Metaphor (comparison):
•“My love is like a red
rose;” there is a
similarity in our minds
between the person we
love and a rose (sweet,
attractive, and
appealing)

Roman Jakobson
1896-1982
(linguist)

•literal: “My love is
sweet, attractive, and
appealing.”

Metonym (connection):

•“He is fond of the
bottle;” there is a
connection between
alcohol and bottles
(alcohol is stored in
bottles)
•literal: “He is fond of
alcohol.”
Roman Jakobson
1896-1982
(linguist)

Metaphor/Metonym:
•metaphor dominates in
(pre-20th Century)
poetry

•metonym dominates in
prose (e.g., detail used
to indicate state of
mind-- disheveled hair,
etc.)
Roman Jakobson
1896-1982
(linguist)

Still Life with Fish, a Crab and a Cat (17th century)
Jan van Kessel the Elder
(1626-1679)

Fish (1864)
Édouard Manet
(1832-1883)

Still-life with Fish (1922)
Pablo Picasso
(1881-1973)

Sardines (1955)
Michael Goldberg
(1924-2007)

River of Ponds, I (1971)
Frank Stella
(born 1936)

Metonyms share associations.
Think of them as belonging to the
same catalog and having the
same key words.
Metaphors are like searching by
subject. They are equivalent in
some way.

Religious symbols are
usually metonyms. Think
about crosses or fish as
a symbol for Christianity,
or a dove for the Holy
Spirit.

Some Other Examples
“You’re such a kiss ass” is a metaphor because “kissing ass”
signifies a certain kind of behavior, but the body part is not
involved,
while,
“I got this other car on my ass” is a metonymy because ass
substitutes for everything that’s behind you.
or:
“All men are pigs” is a metaphor because we ascribe the bad
qualities of pigs to men,
but,
“This is our pig man” (as in a farm worker who works with the
pigs) is a metonymy because pig is part of the man’s work.

Share Associations

For metonym, you’re
looking for shared
associations, not the
qualities that make
them alike.

Concept 1

Concept 2

For metonym, you’re
looking for shared
associations, not the
qualities that make
them alike.

A Quest Object,
Dependent on a Man,
Let Down by Someone
She Trusts

Eurydice

???

How could you think it,
that I would choose to stay, or break
under the journey back? Like a dog
I had followed your unravelling
skein of sound-Orpheus,
standing
between me and iridescent earth,
you turned to verify the hell
I was thrown to, and got
what you needed for your songs.

Good Intentions,
Undependable, Selfish
For metonym, you’re
looking for shared
associations, not the
qualities that make
them alike.

Orpheus

???

How could you think it,
that I would choose to stay, or break
under the journey back? Like a dog
I had followed your unravelling
skein of sound-Orpheus,
standing
between me and iridescent earth,
you turned to verify the hell
I was thrown to, and got
what you needed for your songs.

Stasis, Immutability

For metonym, you’re
looking for shared
associations, not the
qualities that make
them alike.

Hell

???

It bears no correlation
to the living world. It is
as if a malice toward all things
malleable, mutable,
had seized the universe
and emptied its spherical alleys.

•

synecdoche: when the parts of something is used to
signify the whole (or the reverse); synecdoche is a
specialized form of metonymy, e.g., “All hands on deck;”
“The pot is boiling;” “Houston played New York in the
1994 NBA finals;” “Was this the face that launched a
thousand ships, / And burnt the topless towers of Ilium?”-referring to Helen of Troy (“the face”) and the Greek army
(“a thousand ships”) (Christopher Marlowe, Doctor
Faustus);
To see a world in a grain of sand,
And a heaven in a wild flower,
Hold infinity in the palm of your hand,
And eternity in an hour.
(William Blake, “Auguries of Innocence”)

• synecdoche (part for whole) is the most common type of
metonym in everyday speech

This is also how
literature communicates
ideas. A story is made to
represent some larger
trend or truth. A story
about bravery, for
example, becomes an
argument about bravery
in general.

Why is it representative
or important?
For synecdoche, why is
the part replacing the whole?
It’s probably because it’s
either representative
of the concept or the most
important part.

Part

Whole

Why is it representative
or important?
For synecdoche, why is
the part replacing the whole?
It’s probably because it’s
either representative
of the concept or the most
important part.

Part

Whole

I forgive you over and over,
transfixed by your face
emerging like a moon across your shoulder,
your shocked mouth calling “Wife, wife”
as you let me go.

Why is it representative
or important?
For synecdoche, why is
the part replacing the whole?
It’s probably because it’s
either representative
of the concept or the most
important part.

Face

Body

Mouth

You

I forgive you over and over,
transfixed by your face
emerging like a moon across your shoulder,
your shocked mouth calling “Wife, wife”
as you let me go.

“Eurydice”
By Ellen Bryant Voigt
It bears no correlation
to the living world. It is
as if a malice toward all things
malleable, mutable,
had seized the universe
and emptied its spherical alleys.

How could you think it,
that I would choose to stay, or break
under the journey back? Like a dog
I had followed your unravelling
skein of sound-Orpheus,
standing
between me and iridescent earth,
you turned to verify the hell
I was thrown to, and got
what you needed for your songs.
They do not penetrate the grave,
I cannot hear them, I cannot know
how much you mourn.
But I mourn:
against my will
I forgive you over and over,
transfixed by your face
emerging like a moon across your shoulder,
your shocked mouth calling “Wife, wife”
as you let me go.

Don’t panic; remember a
few basic principles:
-

Metaphors are
comparisons.

-

Metonyms are
substitutions based on
association.

-

Identifying examples of
metaphors and
metonyms is not
enough; what do they
imply about the big
picture?

How am I
going to keep
all of this
straight?

